An automatic measurement system for evaluating powder flowability based on the vibrating capillary method has been studied experimentally. The vibration amplitude was controlled by a computer, and the vibration acceleration and the mass of particles discharged from the capillary were obtained by digital processing. The measurement time was 2 min and the amount of the powder required for each measurement was less than a few grams. To characterize the dynamic powder flowability, evaluation factors were developed. A series of experiments was conducted using powders with mass median diameters from 5.2 to 58.2 µm, showing that this measurement system can fully evaluate the powder flowability.
Introduction
The study of powder flow is one of the most important things in powder handling processes.
Evaluation of powder flowability is often required for quality control of powder products as well as stable process operation [1] . The powder flowability is not an inherent material property, but is the result of the combination of many factors, e.g. particle size, shape, particle interaction, packing fraction, flow rate, temperature, humidity, and electrostatic charge. Thus, it is not easy to theoretically estimate the powder flowability.
The powder flowability has been characterized by a number of conventional methods, such as measuring the angle of repose, Carr's flowability index, Jenike flow factor, and the value determined using the Hall flowmeter [1] [2] [3] [4] ; however, technical knowledge and skills are necessary to perform successfully. Also, there are other problems, including poor repeatability and indirect evaluation of dynamic behavior.
To solve these problems, other methods were proposed, e.g.
using a twisted blade [5] , a vibratory feeder [6] , and an avalanche testing instrument [7] [8] [9] .
However, proper experimental methods are still needed to detect slight differences in flowability of fine powders. In general, a small sensing area is desirable for raising sensitivity, and well-defined evaluation factors are required for accurate evaluation. Recently, a method for evaluating the powder flowability has been proposed by Jiang et al. [10, 11] . This method is based on the analysis of powder flow in a vibrating capillary, which was studied for the first time by Matsusaka et al. [12, 13] , further by Yang and Li [14] , and Yang and Evans [15, 16] .
In the present work, we develop an automatic measurement system for evaluating the powder flowability based on the vibrating capillary method, and study the performance of this system through experiments using sample powders with different mass median diameters. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The basic components of this system were almost the same as those shown in previous paper of the authors [10] . A glass tube, 100 mm long and 6 mm inner diameter, with a capillary tube, 50 mm long and 1.2 mm inner diameter, was held vertically, and a hopper was fixed on top of the glass tube, which was kept full with powder during measurement. The capillary was vibrated in the horizontal direction by a piezoelectric vibrator. The mode of the vibration was controlled by a computer, and the input electric AC voltage for the vibration can be sinusoidal, rectangular, triangular, saw-tooth, or other shapes. In this experiment, a sinusoidal waveform was used because of the advantage of a natural vibration. The frequency and amplitude of vibration can be automatically increased or decreased. The vibration at the end of the capillary was measured by a laser vibrometer (LV-1300, Ono-sokki Co. Ltd.) which was a non-contact measurement system. The mass of particles discharged from the capillary was measured by a digital balance with a resolution of 0.1 mg. All the data were recorded to the computer through an A/D converter (NR-350, Keyence Co.)
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at the intervals of 2s.
Experimental conditions
Since the vibration amplitude of the capillary depends on the vibration frequency, we measured the resonance points beforehand. The first resonance frequency of this system was 330 Hz, and the resonance wave was very stable. Therefore, the vibration frequency was fixed electric charge of particles discharged from the vibrating capillary was less than 1.5×10 -5 C/kg, which was the same as the value in the previous paper [10] . Therefore, van der Waals force exerted on the particles is thought to be dominant in this experiment.
Sample powders
Two kinds of fused silica particles (Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) and nine kinds of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) particles (MBX series, Sekisui Plastics Co., Ltd.) were used in this work. The properties of sample powders listed in Table 1 are the particle density ρ p , the mass median diameter D p50 and the geometric standard deviation of particle diameter distribution 
Observation of powder flow and packing structure of particles in the vibrating capillary
A high-speed microscope camera (Fastcam-Max, Photron Ltd.) was used to observe the powder flow in the vibrating capillary. The frame rate was 4000 fps and the images were recorded to the computer. Also, a micro-focus X-ray CT system (SMX-100CT, Shimadzu Co.) was used to observe the packing structures of the particles in the capillary. The images of the packing structure were taken under non-vibrating condition after experiment using the vibrating capillary.
Results and discussion
Observation of powder flow in the vibrating capillary
The mechanism of the powder flow in the vibrating capillary has been discussed elsewhere [10, 13] . The gravitational force is the driving force to discharge particles from the capillary, while adhesive forces and friction forces between particles and the wall are hindrances. When the capillary is horizontally vibrated, a small clearance is formed between particles and the wall.
As a result, the interaction forces are reduced, then particles move down through the capillary [10, 16] . The formation of the clearance is prominent where the void fraction is high and particles have larger inertia. Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the powder flow at the end of the vibrating capillary.
The capillary was initially almost full with the particles. When vibration was applied, a space was observed at the end of the capillary, and the position of the space was changed with the vibration. As particles flow out of the capillary, the average void fraction increases and the particles are loosely connected with each other, therefore, the particles can easily move in the horizontal and vertical directions. This phenomenon was seen in all the measurements.
In general, vibration may increase the particle packing density, and consequently makes the discharge of the particles difficult [10] . Therefore, the packing structure of the particles in the capillary should be observed beforehand. Fig. 3 (a) shows a profile of powder flow rate as a function of the vibration acceleration α (= a (2π f)
2 ), where a is the vibration amplitude and f is the vibration frequency. When the vibration acceleration exceeds a certain value, the powder begins to flow ( Fig. 3 (a) (ii)). The flow rate first increases with the vibration acceleration and then decreases ( Fig. 3 (a) (ii) → (iv)); i.e. there is an upper limit. Fig. 3 (b) shows the CT images at the point 20 mm from the end of the capillary. They were obtained by the following procedure; when the vibration acceleration reached a selected value, the vibration was stopped and, to avoid the change of the packing structure, the capillary was carefully detached and set into the measuring cell of the micro-focus X-ray CT system. After taking a CT image, the capillary was again set to the vibration unit and the vibration acceleration was increased from the above selected value to the next selected value. In the same way, 4 images were obtained. In Fig. 3(b) , voids in the particle layer look black. For smaller vibration acceleration, the black area is inhomogeneously distributed in the packing structure (see Fig. 3 (b) (i) and (ii)); however, the black area decreases with increasing vibration acceleration, and the particles are homogeneously and densely packed (see Fig. 3 (b) (ii) → (iv)). Therefore, the variation of the mass flow rate in the profile of the flowability includes the effect of the packing structure.
Repeatability
Repeatability is one of the key specifications for powder flowability measurements. Fig. 4 shows three measurements and average value of the flowability profile of each sample powder (PMMA). The profiles have different features depending on the mass median diameter of the sample powder; however, it is found that the repeatability is reasonably good. 
Effect of mass median diameter on powder flowability
Critical vibration acceleration making powder flow
The critical vibration acceleration is here determined as the value where the powder flow rate exceeds 2 mg/s. Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the critical vibration acceleration and the mass median diameter. The error in the repeatability of the critical vibration acceleration was within 10%. Since the critical vibration acceleration is related to the static properties such as static friction and adhesiveness, the decrease in the critical acceleration implies the increase in the flowability. The flowability defined by the critical acceleration increases with the mass median diameter. In particular, for fine particles less than 20 µm in mass median diameter, the effect of the particle diameter on the flowability is prominent, thus, slight difference of the powder flowability can be detected.
Maximum mass flow rate
The mass flow rate of particles is also related to the dynamic property, namely dynamic friction in packing structure. To characterize the dynamic flowability of each powder, we chose the maximum mass flow rate as a parameter to evaluate the complicated dynamic flowability. Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the maximum mass flow rate and the mass median diameter of the sample powders. It is found that the flowability defined by the maximum mass flow rate is well correlated with the mass median diameter.
Flow hysteresis of powder flow
Flow hysteresis is one of the important factors to evaluate the powder flow. To obtain the data of the hysteresis, experiments were carried out with increase and decrease in the vibration acceleration. The period of time is 2 min for each operation. As a typical example, shown in 
Stability of powder flow rate
Stability is also an important factor to evaluate the powder flow. Fig. 10 shows the mass flow rate as a function of time elapsed. These measurements were carried out at a constant vibration acceleration (f = 75.4 µm) using powders of D p50 = 12.3, 27.6, and 58.2 µm. For smaller particles, the mass flow rate tends to fluctuate frequently ( Fig. 10 (a) ); however, the stability is better with increasing particle diameter ( Fig. 10 (b) → (c) ). The difference in the stability is probably due to the adhesiveness of particles or the ratio of the adhesive force to the gravitational force.
Comparison with the angle of repose
It is interesting to compare these obtained data with those from a conventional method. diameter, thus, it will be difficult to evaluate slight difference. On the other hand, the variation of the critical vibration amplitude is sufficiently larger than the limit of the reliability (1 µm).
Measurement
Therefore, the vibrating capillary method can have a high resolution in the flowability analysis.
Conclusion
We have developed an automatic measurement system for evaluating powder flowability based on the vibrating capillary method. The vibration was controlled by the computer and the motion of the capillary was measured by the non-contact measurement method.
The mass of particles discharged from the capillary was measured by the digital balance. 
